Collision Insurance Rates in 2015 by State Now Quoted in Real Time Online

Collision insurance rates for car owners by state can now be examined using the updated insurer locator tool at the Quotes Pros website at http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) January 07, 2015 -- Add-ons to automobile insurance policies are available through some insurers to help motorists to obtain additional coverage compared to using only a liability policy. The Quotes Pros company is now allowing research to find collision insurance rates by state through its finder at http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

The real time system available to motorists in the U.S. this year now supplies access to collision add-on plans from a number of different insurance companies. The new provider list that is returned to a car owner who uses this QuotesPros.com portal to find coverage is structured by zip codes to make finding providers faster.

"The rates that are available to review come straight from top companies in the insurance industry and these providers can quote more than state minimum policies," said one Quotes Pros source.

The search capabilities that are provided to users of the insurer portal this year are not limited to only collision add-on policies. A person who is also searching for collector, broad form or full coverage policies can find rates as well as top providers when searching by zip code using the customized portal.

"Our website is now configured to present a larger group of companies in a single search to provide easier ways to explore policies available in the U.S.,” said the source.

The Quotes Pros company has reconfigured its search tool for 2015 to provide more results for system users. The auto insurers that are displayed after selected in the system are now in combination with life insurance and health insurance providers at http://quotespros.com/life-insurance.html. These providers can be found through mobile or standard Internet usage.

About QuotesPros.com

The QuotesPros.com company is one American source to find and quote costs for national vehicle insurance policies in real time. New agencies are able to be searched for through the open database upgraded at the first of this year. The QuotesPros.com company offers ways to review costs for health, life, medicare, business and homeowner coverage policies that are supplied nationally.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.